When you think about space, you may think about efficiency. Or better organization. Maybe the freedom to be flexible.

Complete Storage System—Addresses applications facility-wide.

Interchangeable Components—Provides flexibility to address changing needs.

Modular Design—Provides flexibility to change layout and/or location.

Highly Configurable—Design on wheels, with countertops, even on the walls.

Polymer Construction—Maintains function and aesthetic over time.

Storage, Technology and Information—All Within Reach:

> Provides access to the most up-to-date data.
> Allows nurses to update records in real time.
> Provides needed storage to support treatment.
> Reduces number of trips looking for supplies.
> Eliminates the need to carry or push a secondary device.

POWER & PERFORMANCE

RIGHT AT HAND.

INTELLIGENT PROCEDURE CARTS

Bringing supplies and real time patient information together at the bedside.

WWW.METRO.COM
METRO POWERPOD™

Unparalleled cart is an expert in Metro’s PowerPod™, featuring straightforward power supply solutions accommodating every patient care scenario that provides a seamless user experience. Metro’s PowerPod™ is an advanced system designed to get the cart and tools they need—where they are needed...next to the patient.

**Why use an Articulating Arm Mount?**
- Effortless height adjustability.
- Easy maneuverability of the computer screen to be closer to the patient.
- Ability to secure the arm in place for mobile applications.
- Flexline or StarSys can be equipped with an arm for a monitor, all-in-one computer, or laptop, equipped with an overbridge for monitor mount and supply storage.

**Applications implementing these solutions:**
- Traveling Anesthesia Carts
- Oncology Treatment Carts
- Emergency Dept. OverFlow Carts
- Bedside Carts
- Procedure Carts

**Features**
1. Increased storage capacity with spacious work zone and larger drawers.
2. Internal battery cord and cable management system to keep the cords and cables from being exposed to the hospital’s elements.
3. Large full-extension, ball-bearing drawers are self-closing to ensure patients are secure.

**StarSys**

- **Small footprint for easy maneuverability.**
- **Provides you with the ultimate in modularity and highly customizable designs.**
- **Highly configurable supply or medication storage options with wide variety of sizes to aid in treatment at the point of care.**

**StarSys® Unlimited Modularity. Ultimate Choices.**

**Features**
1. Reduced drawer size offering greater accessibility and increased in patient area.
2. Optional electronic locking system to keep contents secure.
3. Additional storage above the computer available.
4. Optional electronic locking system to keep contents secure.

**StarSys and Flexline**

StarSys and Flexline are constructed of advanced polymers, designed with rounded corners and infused with Microban® antimicrobial product protection for a clean, durable solution that withstands the rigors of a healthcare environment.